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Transitioning to Retirement



To everything there is a season, and a time for every purpose under heaven

A time to plant and a time to reap the harvest of your planting

A time to hold on and a time to let go

A time to lose and a time to gain

A time to keep and a time to discard

A time to break down and a time to build up 

A time to grieve and a time to dance

At time for consolation and a time for celebration

BEAUTIFUL IN ITS TIME
after Ecclesiastes 



A time to stay and a time to move

A time to retain and a time to explore

A time to give and a time to receive

A time to embrace, a time to refrain from embracing

A time to rend and a time to mend. 

A time for speech and a time for silence

A time to do, a time to be, and a time to become

BEAUTIFUL IN ITS TIME
after Ecclesiastes 



Who are we?

We are…
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How we are with each other…
Confidentiality

Some retirements have not yet been announced

We need to know that we are free to be open and vulnerable

Feel free to share your experience with others, 

just nothing that would in any way identify anyone else in this group.

This session is NOT being recorded.

Helping is not helpful

We are here to listen and to share. 

Avoid the temptation to fix others
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Practice self-care during our time together.

If something does not feel right for you, you can ease off.
After today’s session, feel free to speak with me, Rex, or Betsy 

about your particular concerns.
Please eliminate distractions

Please turn off cellphone

Turn off alarms from clock or watch
“No more than my space, no less than my place” 

- Alan Morinis, Everyday Holiness
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What this is not:
• Not about contracts

• Not about why you are retiring

• Not the mechanics of retirement
• Not about how you are feeling now but what you might 

experience at different points in your journey through retirement
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What this workshop is (in no particular order):
• This is about the emotional and spiritual journey you 

are on and some signposts along the way
• This is about the impact of your changing roles
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• Sharing and learning with each other
• Emotionally preparing for retirement
• Gains and losses of retirement
• Separating who you are from what you do
• Thinking about letting go of what will be no more and 

moving toward that which may yet be
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In this session, we’ll be touching
• How we may experience the shifting of our 

professional and personal identities
• Life after retirement
• Joy, anticipation, fulfilment of dreams 
• Sadness, guilt, anxiety, regret, and anger
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Not Retirement but Retiring as a developmental stage

A nonlinear psychosocial
process entailing

intrapsychic, 
intrapersonal, 

and social 
transitions and adaptations
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Retiring is a journey
to the known and the unknown

to the expected and the surprising 
to the prepared for and the unforeseen
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Life is filled with

LEAVETAKINGS
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Life is filled with

LEAVETAKINGS

and Retiring is one of them

Good-bye c Hello

Loss c Opportunities

Transitioning to Retirement

You say good-bye and I say hello… hello… hello…



Transitioning to Retirement

You say good-bye and I say hello… hello… hello…

Discuss in breakout rooms

Gain Loss

Good-bye

Hello



Transitioning to Retirement

Retirement can offer:
Relief of responsibilities

Fewer and often less urgent stressors
You can take old interests off the shelf

Develop new skills and knowledge
Respond to other callings

As many opportunities as you can imagine,
afford, and work towards

Retiring can promote a sense of well-being 
as one sheds the demands and stresses of work. 

hello
…

 hello
…

 hello
…

hello… hello… hello…



Transitioning to Retirement

Retirement brings the gift of time:
Time is more your own
No more on call 24/7

Time for travel, being with family and friends, volunteering, 
group involvement, civil engagement, appreciative reflection 

Time for study – Torah or whatever you seek
Time for personal and spiritual growth
Time to engage in hobbies old and new

- time to finish your book

Retiring can promote a sense of well-being 
as one sheds the demands and stresses of work. 

hello… hello… hello…

hello… hello… hello…



Transitioning to Retirement

Retiring can lead to diminished well-being 
as one sheds certain cherished gifts bestowed by work. 

Retiring can bring about many interconnected losses:
Identity Roles
Relationships Community
Prestige Recognition
Self-worth Purpose
A forum

good-bye…                   good-bye…                            good-bye…



IDENTITY
Ma nishtana?
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Identity forms and reforms 
through life’s developmental transitions
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Transitioning to Retirement

IDENTITY WORK
Identity formation and maintenance are ongoing efforts 

involving past, present and future

Bordia, P, Read, S, Bordia, S. Retiring: Role identity processes in retirement transition. Journal of Organizational 
Behavior. 2020; 41: 445– 460.

Consciously or unaware, thoughtfully or haphazardly,
retiring entails ongoing identity work



IDENTITY IS RELATIONAL
- Dr. Jill Freeman
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Some components of Identity
Upbringing  Role models                  Values           Education

Who and what you are in relationship with…         

Mission                 Memories

Family           Hopes         Fears      Vision

Roles in personal life             Roles in professional life

Illness                                  Abilities                             Disabilities

Occupations                 Where we work and how we play

We choose our identity and sometimes it chooses us 
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Transitioning to Retirement

Who am I?
Who do I wish to become?

What is my role?
What is my purpose now?

And of these, a most critical need in retiring
is to explore and renegotiate issues of

IDENTITY AND ROLE



Transitioning to Retirement

IDENTITY                                ROLE

Role identity: self-definition based upon the roles we occupy



Transitioning to Retirement

IDENTITY WORK
Identity formation and maintenance are ongoing efforts 

involving past, present and future

Bordia, P, Read, S, Bordia, S. Retiring: Role identity processes in retirement transition. Journal of Organizational 
Behavior. 2020; 41: 445– 460.

WRI: work role identity
To what degree is your identity 

tied to your work?

NWRI: non-work role identity
How developed are your non-

work identities?



This identity work can be very challenging,
for our roles are a HUGE part of our identity

“I am Rabbi of…”
In retirement, it is difficult for some to lose the “of” and “to”.

Transitioning to Retirement

WRI: work role identity



Developed NWRIs pave the way for a 
smoother transition into retirement.

Underdeveloped NWRIs leaves one 
dependent one’s former work identity  -

and then, what?

Transitioning to Retirement

NWRI: non-work role identity

Bordia, P, Read, S, Bordia, S. Retiring: Role identity processes in retirement transition. Journal of Organizational 
Behavior. 2020; 41: 445– 460.



You have many roles bestowing many identities.
Which are sustainable in retiring and which are not?

To what extent is your identity connected with and/or dependent 

upon the roles you play in your work institution?
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What are your emotions connected to the loss of…

Your ritual role
Your organizational role

Your pastoral role
Your educational role
Your prophetic role

Your administrative role
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In what ways might you fill these roles in other contexts?
Which of these roles you plan on leaving behind?

Your ritual role
Your organizational role

Your pastoral role
Your educational role
Your prophetic role

Your administrative role

Discuss in breakout rooms
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Transitioning to Retirement

Factors impacting the emotional experience
CONTEXT

Family
When one spouse/partner retires and the other does not

Financial security of immediate family
Congregation/Organization:

Years of service, relationship with staff, laypeople and leadership
Expectations / Best Practices

Finances
Security, need to continue to work



Transitioning to Retirement

Factors impacting the emotional experience
GENDER

Some studies have found that the retirement experience may 
well be a different process for women than it is for men.
But it depends on a variety of factors, for instance, 
changes in income mediated the impact of retirement on men’s 
morale but not on women’s and decline in marital quality 
affected women negatively but not men.
Berkovitch, N., & Manor, S. (2019). Narratives of Israeli Women in Retirement: Rewriting the Gender Contract. Sex Roles, 80(3/4), 200–217. 

Kim, J. E., & Moen, P. (2002). Retirement transitions, gender, and psychological well-being: A life-course, ecological model. The Journals of Gerontology: 
Series B: Psychological Sciences and Social Sciences, 57(3), P212–P222. 



Transitioning to Retirement

Factors impacting the emotional experience
MARITAL/PARTNERSHIP STATUS

Impact of your status

Who is retiring when?
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Factors impacting the emotional experience
ARE YOU RETIRING OR BEING RETIRED?

Retiring not by choice presents 

a more difficult adjustment, 

more health problems, 

and a greater incidence of depression..

Newman, B. M., & Newman, P. R. (2015). Development through life: A psychosocial 
approach. Stamford, CT: Cengage Learning.



Transitioning to Retirement

Factors impacting the emotional experience
ARE YOU RETIRING OR BEING RETIRED?

Your heart, spirit, and body not only need but demand 

conscious and sustained TLC 

in order, some day, 

to come out the other end as happy and whole. 



Transitioning to Retirement

Factors impacting the emotional experience
ARE YOU STICKIN’ AROUND OR HEADIN’ OUTTA TOWN?

Staying in the community can be easy and fulfilling, but…



Transitioning to Retirement

Factors impacting the emotional experience
ARE YOU STICKIN’ AROUND OR HEADIN’ OUTTA TOWN?

Moving away can be difficult and painful, but…



Transitioning to Retirement
EMOTIONAL ASSESTS 

Your dear ones

Your family and friends

Your colleagues  

Your history of resilience

Your flexibility and adaptability

Your faith and spiritual and religious practices

Your attitude, values, and integrity

Your knowledge, wisdom, and experience

Your hope and your joy



Transitioning to Retirement
EMOTIONAL ASSESTS 

Remember: Your psychological wellbeing then

depends on your psychological wellbeing now!



Retiring entails an emotional process
of letting go, hanging on, and gathering in
of looking inward, outward, and beyond

beginning well before the day after the last day
continuing for a long time (B”H)

challenging, changing, and adapting
as dreams are foiled by limitation

and limitation is thwarted by creativity,
discernment, resilience, and faith 
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To everything there is a season, and a time for every purpose under heaven

A time to plant and a time to reap the harvest of your planting

A time to hold on and a time to let go

A time to lose and a time to gain

A time to keep and a time to discard

A time to break down and a time to build up 

A time to grieve and a time to dance

At time for consolation and a time for celebration

BEAUTIFUL IN ITS TIME
after Ecclesiastes 



A time to stay and a time to move

A time to retain and a time to explore

A time to give and a time to receive

A time to embrace, a time to refrain from embracing

A time to rend and a time to mend. 

A time for speech and a time for silence

A time to do, a time to be, and a time to become

BEAUTIFUL IN ITS TIME
after Ecclesiastes 



What is gained from all the work that you have done? 

God has seen the travail through which you have been tested. 

God has made everything beautiful in its time. 

You have been given understanding of the world, yet none can see 

the larger picture. 

The best, then, is to rejoice, to continue to do that which is meaningful 

with your life, and to reflect in satisfaction on all the good you have done. 

That is God’s gift to you.

BEAUTIFUL IN ITS TIME
after Ecclesiastes 



SHALOM U’VRACHA!
We are here for you!

Don Rossoff, MFT
CCAR Special Advisor for Member Care & Counseling    
Rabbi Emeritus, Temple B’nai Or, Morristown, NJ
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